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According to SD-TFO3, WFO-TFO also advised him that this subject is "politically sensitive for
WFO."

C. The Failure To Search For Additional Messages (Chapters 4 and 6)

Hasan sent his first two messages on December 17, 2008, and January 1, 2009. San
Diego set the lead on January 7, 2009. Before setting the lead, SD-Agent searched DWS to
determine whether Aulaqi had responded to Hasan's first message. That search returned Hasan's
second message.

In reviewing the lead and making the assessment five months later, neither WFO-TFO
nor WFO-SSA considered searching DWS-EDMS to determine if Aulaqi had responded to these
messages - or, indeed, if there were additional messages. Likewise, after reviewing WFO's
assessment of Hasan, neither SD-Agent nor SD-Analyst considered searching DWS-EDMS to
identify "additional information" that might cause WFO to "re-assess this matter."

The failure to search for additional messages resulted primarily from the FBI's failure to
provide TFOs with training on and access to DWS-EDMS and other FBI databases, the search
and information management limitations of DWS-EDMS, the lack of ownership of the Hasan
lead, and the absence of the type of initiative that Agents, Analysts, and TFOs should be
encouraged to take, particularly when confronted with dissonant information or an interoffice
dispute. •

The FBI's failure to instruct TFOs on the existence and use of DWS-EDMS — and to
provide them with training on and access to the system — was unreasonable. The two TFOs
primarily involved in the Hasan assessment - WFO-TFO and SD-TFO3 - did not even know that
DWS-EDMS existed until after the Fort Hood shootings. Although SD-TFO1 and SD-TFO2
knew about DWS-EDMS - and SD-TFO2 received training on the system in April 2009 -
neither of them had access to the system until after the shootings.

Because of WFO-TFO's lack of knowledge, neither he nor anyone else at WFO searched
DWS-EDMS using Hasan's name or email address. WFO-TFO did search the FBI's Telephone
Applications using the telephone number in Hasan's DEIDS record. He also searched ACS
using Hasan's email address, assuming incorrectly that San Diego would place any additional
messages of note into that system. After finding only the lead, WFO-TFO made no further
inquiries or searches of FBI databases. He did not ask his squad's IA for assistance. He did not
search the Investigative Data Warehouse (IDW) or the Data Loading and Analysis System
(DaLAS), the FBI's two largest databases of investigative and intelligence information. His
limited searches and mistaken assumption about ACS reveal a broader lack of training on the
FBI's most precious counterterrorism resource - its information.

When presented with WFO-TFO's analysis and conclusions, WFO-SSA did not think to
ask whether Aulaqi had responded to Hasan's messages or whether there had been additional
messages during the five-month interlude. He did ask whether WFO-TFO had searched FBI
databases. WFO-TFO's affirmative response could have caused WFO-SSA to believe that he
had searched DWS-EDMS, IDW, and DaLAS.
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The failure to search DWS-EDMS and WFO-SSA's failure to confirm which databases
had been searched, appear to have had significant ramifications. Depending on the search
technique, that search, if performed on May 25, 2009, could have returned as many as ^ H
additional messages from Hasan, as well as Aulaqi's two emails to Hasan. The additional
messages could have undermined the assumption that Hasan had contacted Aulaqi simply to
research Islam. Indeed, WFO-SSA said - with the benefit of hindsight - that WFO would have
opened a preliminary investigation of Hasan if he had seen all of the additional messages.

After receiving WFO's response, San Diego failed to search DWS-EDMS to determine
whether there had been additional communications during the intervening five months. Under
the circumstances, that failure is not unreasonable. SD-Agent and SD-Analyst believed that
WFO had reviewed DWS-EDMS as part of the Hasan assessment. WFO's response to the lead
stated that "WFO reviewed FBI and Department of Defense databases and record systems" and
referred to Hasan's "to date unanswered email messages," which implied that WFO had
reviewed DWS-EDMS. Moreover, SD-Agent and SD-Analyst had been reviewing the
[information acquired in the Aulaqi investigation] ^ ^ ^ ^ | H throughout the intervening five
months, and no doubt believed - although perhaps mistakenly - that they would have identified
any other messages of interest.

The collective failure of WFO and San Diego to review DWS-EDMS in May and June
2009 also underscores the lack of clear policy guidance on which Field Office owned the Hasan
lead. WFO believed that it was San Diego's responsibility to forward any additional messages of
interest that were relevant to the lead. San Diego, on the other hand, believed that it was WFO's
responsibility to search DWS-EDMS and other FBI databases when acting on the lead.

D. WFO's Baseline Collection for Assessment (Chapter 6)

On September 24,2009, the FBI Counterterrorism Division sent an Electronic
Communication (EC) to all Field Offices with guidance on the Division's "Baseline Collection
Plan" for terrorism assessments and investigations. FBI Counterterrorism Division, Baseline
Collection Plan Administrative and Operational Guidance (Sept. 24, 2009). Baseline Collection
is a framework, consistent with the DIOG, "to guide investigators in obtaining information and
intelligence and using investigative methods during the course of each DT [Domestic Terrorism]
and IT [International Terrorism] investigation." The Division intended the Baseline Collection
"to establish a foundation of intelligence upon which the FBI may base the decision to continue
or close an assessment or investigation."

The EC identifies a series of actions that constitute the expected Baseline Collection of
information when conducting an assessment or investigation. Although not sent until September
2009, the EC' represents a relatively contemporaneous objective standard for measuring the
reasonableness and adequacy of WFO's assessment of Hasan and San Diego's view of that
assessment. (Because the EC was effective on November 15, 2009, and thus parallels in time the
FBI's remedial responses to the Fort Hood shootings, we examine its sufficiency in Part Three.)
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The Baseline Collection standards include the following questions and searches relevant
to the Hasan assessment:

Is there reason to believe that your subject has been in email contact
with subjects of other FBI investigations? If so, compare relevant
data concerning the subject's email account(s) contained within FBI
databases: DWS/EDMS, ACS, IDW and DaLas.

Is there reason to believe that the subject has purchased or is
licensed to possess firearms or explosives? If so, run NCIC checks
and/or contact local ATF representatives or any available State
database in the relevant jurisdiction to collect responsive records or •
information.

Is there any reason to believe, considering the subject's background,
including employment and criminal history, that he has received
specialized training or experience or has specialized knowledge in
military tactics or operations, law enforcement, firearms or explosives,
or similar subjects?

Viewed under the Baseline Collection standards, WFO's assessment was deficient in
failing to search for "relevant data concerning the subject's email account(s) contained within
FBI databases" including DWS-EDMS. That search, if conducted on May 25, 2009, would have
disclosed (depending on the search technique) as many as ^ ^ | additional messages from •
Hasan to Aulaqi, as well as Aulaqi's two emails to Hasan. WFO's assessment also did not
pursue the questions concerning firearms ownership and training, experience, and knowledge in
military tactics; but the revelation that Hasan was a U.S. Army psychiatrist may have tempered
any concern about these subjects.

The Baseline Collection standards do not require interviews as part of an assessment.
Instead, after the Baseline Collection is obtained, the "Assessment may continue until factual
information is developed that warrants opening a predicated investigation or until a judgment can
be made that the target does not pose a terrorism or criminal threat." The EC thus supports the
reasonableness of San Diego's view that the assessment was inadequate. It also supports the
reasonableness of San Diego's belief that, at minimum, WFO would have reviewed DWS-EDMS
as part of the Hasan assessment.

E. Workload and the Lack of Formal Policies (Chapter 6)

We cannot assess the role that workload played in the assessment. The nearly fifty-day
delay in the assignment of the lead and the ninety-day delay in taking action on the lead suggest
that WFO CT-1 was overburdened. If so, that underscores the importance of formal policy
direction that allows supervisors as well as SAs, IAs, and TFOs to understand, prioritize, and
manage their workloads. Otherwise, the FBI risks creating circumstances in which Routine leads
are prioritized by the order of receipt, rather than the order of potential importance.

Formal deadlines would have required WFO-SSA and WFO-TFO to read the Hasan lead
at earlier dates and make informed decisions about whether to assign and complete the lead at
earlier dates.
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Likewise, a formal policy on baseline collections for assessments like the one instituted
on September 24,2009, would have advised WFO-TFO about the existence of DWS-EDMS and
caused WFO to search [information acquired in the Aulaqi investigationj^H^BH^^B- That
search, if performed on May 25, 2009, could have located as many as ^^^Jadditional messages
from Hasan, as well as Aulaqi's two emails to Hasan.

The absence of formal policy guidance setting deadlines for assignment and resolution of
Routine counterterrorism leads and establishing a baseline for information to be collected in
counterterrorism assessments caused or contributed to an assessment of Hasan that was belated,
incomplete, and rushed.
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Chapter 11

Information Technology and
Information Review Workflow

A. Information Technology Limitations (Chapter 4)

STAS designed DWS in 2001 as a transactional database to record
communications] intercepts ^ ^ | ^ ^ B | [ ^ | . n̂ the intervening years, DWS-EDMS has
been transformed into a warehouse database that holds H information obtained [throuj
exercise of the FBI's criminal and counterterrorism authorities (see Chapter

Through a series of STAS improvements and enhancements beginning in 2009 and continuing
today, DWS-EDMS is a capable tool for the review of the ever-increasing ^

[volume of investigative] information, but it lacks the modern hardware
infrastructure needed to fulfill and preserve its crucial functionality.

The lack of a modern hardware infrastructure has two major implications. First, the
relatively aged server configuration for DWS-EDMS and its ever-increasing data storage
demands, coupled with ever-increasing use, creates slowdowns that we witnessed repeatedly in
our hands-on use of the system. An Agent in the field with considerable DWS-EDMS
experience reported that the slowdowns deterred searching the system.

Second, DWS-EDMS lacks a "live" or "failover" disaster recovery backup.

B. Information Review Workflow (Chapters 4 and 5)

In examining S a n D i e g o ' s ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ B review of the [information acquired in the
Aulaqi investigation] ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ | 7 w e identified serious concerns about the available
technology and two interrelated concerns about human actions: questionable decisions in
fl^^l [reviewing] certain Hasan-Aulaqi communications and the failure to relate later
communications to the lead set on January 7, 2009. Our investigation of these matters leads us
to conclude that the technological tools and review workflow for this [information] ^ H H

| were inadequate.

With the admitted benefit of hindsight - and a lack of broader context - we may disagree
with certain decisions SD-Agent and SD-Analyst made when reviewing H ^ ^ ^ H the Hasan-
Aulaqi communications. For example, between February 2 and March 3, 2009, Hasan sent
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several messages to Aulaqi offering financial assistance. These messages triggered Aulaqi's
only two responses. On May 31,2009, Hasan suggested that he viewed suicide bombing as
permissible in certain circumstances. SD-Agent ^ ^ m [identified] each email as "Non-
Pertinent" and "Not a Product of Interest." He explained the financial-assistance messages as
relating only to the upkeep of Aulaqi's website. He dismissed the suicide-bombing message
because Hasan seemed to describe a third-party's opinion, although Hasan wrote that the logic
"make[s] sense to me" and that "I would assume that [a] suicide bomber whose aim is to kill
enemy soldiers or their helpers but also kill innocents in the process is acceptable."

We are mindful that SD-Agent is the Case Agent on the Aulaqi investigation and that the
words of Aulaqi and his associates were the focus as SD-Agent and SD-Analyst reviewed the
[information] ^ ^ ^ H | . We are unable to assess the reasonableness of these ^ ^ ^ |
[identifying] decisions outside the context of the ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l [nearly 20,000] other
Aulaqi-related ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B B j ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ J H |i h i innin i lmnun nl | that SD-Agent
and SD-Analyst r e v i e w e d ( ( ^ ^ ^ ( i n the sixteen months between March 16,2008, and June
17,2009.

We find, however, that the FBI's information technology and document review workflow
did not assure that all ^ ^ ^ H | [information] would be identified ^ ^ ^ ^ | and
managed correctly and effectively in DWS-EDMS because of a confluence of factors: (1) the
humanity of the reviewers; (2) the nature of language; (3) the H ^ | [volume of the Aulaqi
i n f o r m a t i o n ] ^ ^ | ^ | H ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ R (4) the workload; (5) limited training on databases and
search and management tools; (6) antiquated and slow computer technology and infrastructure;
(7) inadequate data management tools; (8) the inability to relate DWS-EDMS data easily, if at
all, to data in other FBI stores; and (9) the absence of a managed quality control regime for
[review of strategic c o l l e c t i o n s ] | ^ ^ | ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | .

C. The Human Factor (Chapters 4 and 6)

Agents, Analysts, and Task Force Officers are human. We may hope for, but we cannot
expect, perfection. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H [FBI governing authorities]
require reviewers to decide whether a document is "Not Pertinent" or "Pertinent." (Like
reviewers in the field, we use "Pertinent" to describe the categories of information that fulfill the
[requirements] H^^^^^^Hfl^^^^HH^^^^^^I^I^^^^^Hi^H- Research
shows that trained information reviewers faced with binary decisions like those made by H
^ ^ ^ | [FBI] reviewers - relevant/irrelevant, responsive/non-responsive, pertinent/non-pertinent
- identify only about 75% of the relevant documents and, indeed, agree with each other's
decisions only about 75% of the time (see Chapter 4).

Although differences in the background and experience of reviewers, as well as extrinsic
and random factors (for example, inattention, distraction, fatigue, or illness) can produce
variations in accurate decision-making about the relevance - or, in the review of|
[case information], pertinence - of information, the primary factors are those we now discuss.
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D. The Language Barrier (Chapters 4 and 6)

-The inherent ambiguity of language and the
presence of jargon, idiom, foreign languages, and code challenge even the most capable
reviewers and search technologies.

E. The Data Explosion (Chapters 4 and 6)

The exponential growth in the amount of electronically stored information is a critical
challenge to the FBI. AsofMay2011, the holdings of DWS-EDMS exceeded ^ • • H o f

data, the e q u i v a l e n t o f ^ ^ ( H BM printed pages of text. DWS-EDMS holdings increase, on
average, by ^^^H^^Bf i l eseach week.

F. Workload (Chapters 4,5, and 6)

The Aulaqi [investigation] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ H is a s t a rk example of the impact of the
data explosion. SD-Agent and SD-Analyst confronted a weighty review |
SD-Agent spent approximately three hours each day reviewing the |
acquired in the Aulaqi investigation]. SD-Analyst spent about 40% of his time on the
investigation.

By November 5, 2009, the date of the Fort Hood shootings, the Aulaqi [investigation]
] had required SD-Agent and SD-Analyst to review 2 9 , 0 4 1 ^
[electronic documents - on average,] approximatelyJ^525^^HH p ^ t t°rim> or

70 to 75 B f l Per work day. At times, the average number o f ^ ^ ^ H [ ^ ^ r o m c documents
reviewed] ranged higher than 130 per work day.

The complexit
information]

of their review task was exacerbated b of the electronic

As these statistics show, the | | ^ | ^ H ^ H ^ ^ | [ ^ ^ ^ ^ | [information review
demands of the Aulaqi investigation were] relentless. The constant flow of ^ ^ ^ |
[information] and the nature of the Aulaqi threat required SD-Agent and SD-Analyst to [devote
time throughout each day to its review]
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G. Identifying! Requirements (Chapters 4,5, and 6)

| FBI policies required SD-Agent and SD-Analyst to make |
| about each product, [including]

| Attorney-Client Privilege, |
and Translation. Although the |
categories include an Unreviewed/ Undecided checkbox, the FBI trains and expects reviewers to
make ^ B [identification] decisions immediately upon reviewing each product.

H. The Lack of DWS-EDMS Training (Chapters 4, 5, and 6)

To obtain DWS-EDMS access, an Agent, Analyst, or TFO must first complete three
training courses in the FBI's Virtual Academy. None of these courses provides instruction on
how to use the DWS-EDMS search tool or other functionalities.

Many Agents and most TFOs did not receive training on DWS-EDMS and other FBI
databases until after the FBI's internal investigation of the Fort Hood shootings. Even for
Agents and Analysts with access before the Fort Hood shootings, there was no formal training
program for DWS-EDMS; instead, most "training" was on the job. Our interviews and visits to
the field revealed significant disparities in skill at using the search and management functions of
DWS-EDMS.

I. Search Tools (Chapters 4 and 6)

Although not originally designed as a warehouse database, DWS-EDMS became the
depository of | information ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ [ ^ ^ ^ | ^ B [acquired through the exercise of its
criminal and counterterrorism authorities a n d s _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ — .

| Today,DWS-EDMSisa
capable, if overburdened, tool for the conventional review of [information] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H

| and has improved dramatically with its H [September 2011]
incarnation. In early 2009, however, DWS-EDMS lacked functionalities for the effective review
and management of ̂ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ | [the large quantities
of information collected in the Aulaqi investigation]. Even today, it lacks the modern hardware
needed to fulfill its potential.

Our interviews with DWS-EDMS users, including the participants in the Hasan matter,
elicited the following typical comments about the system: "awkward"; "complex"; "difficult";
"cumbersome"; and "terrible." Each user, not unexpectedly, had particular issues with the
system's search tools, management tools, and responsiveness.

We replicated, through hands-on use of the technology, the steps taken by SD-Agent and
SD-Analyst in reviewing the [information acquired in the Aulaqi investigation] ^ ^ ^ | B and,
in particular, the Hasan-Aulaqi communications. We undertook searches of DWS-EDMS using
Hasan's name and email address that could have been pursued by WFO ^ H and | San
Diego in H 2009. We also performed or supervised other searches of DWS-EDMS to test its
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functionality. Our hands-on experience with the system confirms the assessments of users in the
field.

1. Two Interfaces

In May 2009, the Special Technology Applications Section (STAS) upgraded the DWS-
EDMS graphic user interface (GUI) to reduce the number of menus and commands, reorganize
filters and preferences, and provide three new search methods (by case ID, court-assigned docket
number, and facility). However, STAS retained the original GUI - now called DWS-EDMS
Classic - as an alternative interface because the new GUI lacked its analysis tools and report
capabilities. As a result, users must choose which GUI to use in reviewing ^ ^ ^ H f l |
[acquired communications products]. Each has advantages and disadvantages. As noted below,
the choice may affect the outcome of searches.

2. Search Limitations

DWS-EDMS search capabilities are limited. The primary search modes are by ^ ^ B
^^^I^^^^^^HII^^^^^^^HI^II^^^^^^^II^^H^^^I* These searches are
literal, and return only documents containing the specified identifier or keyword, whether alone
or in specified relationships (a "Boolean" search — for example, ("smoking" and "gun") or
("smoking" within five words of "gun"). Anyone who has used Westlaw, Lexis, or Google
understands the methodology. Relying on keyword searches to identify, compare, analyze, tag,
and retrieve information of potential interest is time-consuming, impractical, and inefficient. It is
also risky.

Keyword searches are both under- and over-inclusive. They return only those electronic
records containing the specified word or words, and will not capture documents using similar
words - for example, abbreviations, acronyms, synonyms, nicknames, and misspellings. Thus, a
search for "gun" will not return "pistol" or "rifle." At the same time, keyword searches capture
every document, whether potentially relevant or not, that contains a keyword; thus, a search for
"gun" will return documents involving a squirt gun, a glue gun, the phrase "under the gun."

Increasing the number of keywords may reduce the risk of missing responsive
information. A dedicated search for "gun" should include synonyms like "pistol" and "rifle" and
"weapon"; but the greater the number of keywords, the greater the number of non-responsive
records that will be returned.

The search technique may also affect the outcome. We found, for example, that a "full
text" search for products containing the email address NidalHasan@aol.com returned only nine
of the eighteen Hasan- Aulaqi communications, even though that address appeared in every one
of them. The reason is that a DWS-EDMS full text search will not return I

A 'participant"
search, on the other hand, returned all of the communications. We learned of similar experiences
during our interviews. For example, WFO-TFO reported that, in the aftermath of the shootings,
WFO-Analyst searched Hasan's email address in DWS-EDMS and obtained different results
depending on whether she used DWS-EDMS or DWS-EDMS Classic.
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3. Potential Inaccuracy

|[l]ssues with the H ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ H search index used
on DWS-EDMS create the possibility that full text searches of the system will be incomplete.

4. Responsiveness

The hardware hosting DWS-EDMS [is dated] ̂ H | | H ^ ^ B ^ ^ I - ^ i s operating
under maximum stress. As a result, the responsiveness of the DWS-EDMS database to search
queries is remarkably slow. Our test searches produced wait times for results that took twenty
seconds and longer, and occasionally "timed out" (Le^, failed because of the time consumed by
the search). One Agent noted that, with a ̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H [l°n§] w a ' t f°r th e system to
open a new window, DWS-EDMS deterred searches.

J. Management Tools (Chapters 4 and 6)

When San Diego set the Hasan lead in January 2009, DWS had no tool for [automatically
tracking and correlating certain email datal

| Although the DWS-EDMS upgrade in February 2009 eliminated certain of these
shortcomings, those fixes came long after San Diego set the lead.

Because of these shortcomings, SD-Agent and SD-Analyst had to |
[correlate email datal i ^ ^ ^ H outside DWS |

|TSD-Agent used his memory and notes. SD-
Analyst used an Excel spreadsheet and notes. Because Hasan was a "trip wire" lead and not
apparently relevant to the Aulaqiinvestigation - and underscoring the lack of policy guidance on
ownership of the lead - neither ^ | [SD-Agent nor SD-Analyst] recorded Hasan's name or
email address for potential future reference.

Requiring reviewers to rely on memory, off-system records, or a manual search process
to [correlate email data]

| is not feasible in a data-heavy working
environment. Indeed, as the Hasan matter reveals, it may be risky.

K. Lack of Managed Document Review and Quality Control (Chapters 4,5, and 6)

Because any review of information is prone to error, the standard for information review
is not perfection, but accuracy within tolerances that are consistent with professionalism,
diligence, and reasonable care. These tolerances require well-designed quality control measures
based on effective training, project management, performance measurement, and reporting. The
FBI did not provide the San Diego reviewers with any of these basic safeguards.
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SD-Agent and SD-Analyst were the only two FBI personnel ^ ^ M [reviewing] the
communications [acquired in the investigation] of the leading English-speaking inspiration for
violent Islamic extremism. Their ideal, not always fulfilled, was that both of them would review
all new products over the course of each work day. There was no other backstop. Although
International Terrorism Operations Section (ITOS) 1, Continental United States (CONUS) 6 had
program management responsibility for overseeing the San Diego JTTF's intelligence collection
and investigative efforts, the FBI had not implemented any procedures for ITOS 1, CONUS 6 to
assess, validate, or contextualize the results of San Diego's review, whether to detect potential
^ ^ ^ | [identification] errors, identify information requiring additional review, link disparate
message threads, assess the potential for additional "trip wire" investigations, or conduct
retrospective strategic analysis.

L. The Workflow (Chapters 4, 5, and 6)

The confluence of these diverse human and technological factors forced SD-Agent and
SD-Analyst t o r e v i e w , | ^ ^ ^ ^ [ [ J | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J using a linear, forward-looking
workflow, ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j e a c h of the Hasan-Aulaqicommunications | ^ ^ ^ |

"I in isolation as eighteen of the
nearly 8,000 ̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | [electronic documents] ̂ ^ H l ^ ^ ^ ^ f l ^ ^ l t n a t m e v

reviewed between December 18, 2008, and June 16, 2009. That workflow encouraged
anticipatory review, analysis, and m ^ J identification of ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B H H I products, but
discouraged reflection, connectivity, and retrospective review and analysis. The operational and
technological context in which SD-Agent and SD-Analyst worked, not their actions as reviewers,
was unreasonable.

The decisionon^^MM [information's] "Pertinence" depends primarily on the H
[content] of the ^ ^ H | ^ ^ ^ f [ i n f o r m a t i o n ] ; its context; the reviewer's knowledge of the
subject matter, the sender, and/or the recipient; the reviewer's training and experience - and
ideally, on a broader perspective drawn from other [information in the investigation] P™^~
H I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B intelligence located elsewhere in the FBI's possession, and other reviewers.
As SD-Agent learned when he searched DWS-EDMS before setting the Hasan lead, the decision
also depends on time. That search located a second Hasan message to Aulaqi, which SD-Agent
had reviewed only days earlier and ^ ^ H [identified] "Not a Product of Interest." Read later
and in the context of the first message, the second message became part of an EC setting a lead
on a potential terrorism threat.

Decisions on pertinence may be tactical (the Hasan lead) and strategic (the Aulaqi
investigation). Agents, Analysts, and Task Force Officers may have different goals in mind
when assessing electronic information and these goals may vary over time. The limited search
and management capabilities of DWS-EDMS as it existed in 2008-2009 and a linear, forward-
looking, unmanaged workflow prevented San Diego from connecting Hasan's messages and
making strategic judgments about those messages.
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Part Three

Assessment Of
FBI Remedial Actions
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Following its internal review of the Fort Hood shootings, the FBI made important
changes to its policies, operations, and technology. The FBI and the Department of Defense
(DoD) recommended certain of these changes to the Assistant to the President for Homeland
Security and Counterterrorism on November 30, 2009. In the months that followed - and in the
wake of the attempted Christmas Day 2009 bombing of Northwest Flight 253 and the attempted
Times Square bombing of May 1,2010- further changes have occurred.

The Terms of Reference asked Judge Webster to examine "whether the steps the FBI is
taking following an internal review of the shooting are sufficient or whether there are other
policy or procedural steps the FBI should consider to improve its ability to detect and deter such
threats in the future."

We applaud the steps the FBI took in response to its internal review and subsequent
events. In this Chapter, we assess those steps. In Part Four, we discuss additional policy,
procedural, and technological improvements that the FBI should consider to improve its ability
to detect and deter future threats.

A. Information Sharing

1. FBI-DoD Clearinghouse Process for Counterterrorism
Assessments and Investigations of Military Personnel

Effective November 2009, the FBI and DoD adopted a clearinghouse procedure to
provide notice to DoD of any FBI counterterrorism assessment or investigation of a known
member of the military, a known DoD civilian employee, or a person known to have access to
military facilities. Under this procedure, JTTFs must notify the Counterterrorism Division -
which, in turn, notifies the NJTTF - upon opening the assessment or investigation. The
notification must include the subject's identity and branch affiliation, the basis or predication for
the assessment or investigation, and contact information for the FBI case agent and supervisor.
However, the notification cannot contain information that cannot be disseminated under FISA
Minimization requirements.

The NJTTF must, within ten days, transmit the notification by Letterhead Memorandum
(LHM) to the appropriate headquarters Military Counterintelligence Service and to the Deputy
Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency's Defense Counterintelligence and HUMINT Center
(DCHC). Within ten days of receiving the LHM, those military entities must send a
confirmation of receipt to the FBI. This process is designed to provide notice at the executive
level and the field level.

The FBI and DoD implemented these procedures informally in late November 2009. The
FBI formally implemented the procedures by a memorandum to the field on January 7, 2010.

In late November 2009, the FBI sent DoD a listing of H H H active counterterrorism
assessments and investigations with a military nexus. ByMay 2011, the FBI had used this
clearinghouse process to notify DoD of an additional H counterterrorism assessments or
investigations of military/DoD personnel.
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Conclusion: This procedure assures that, as a matter of written policy, the FBI will
provide timely and consistent notice of counterterrorism assessments and investigations of
known members of the military, DoD civilian employees, and others with access to military
facilities to DoD at the executive and field levels. It is an important information sharing
development.

If this procedure had been implemented prior to November 5, 2009, its impact on the
Hasan assessment is a matter of conjecture. Although the procedure might have raised the
visibility of the assessment inside the FBI, it might not have changed WFO's assessment or San
Diego's reaction to that assessment. The primary impact would have depended on DoD's
response and any action that DoD investigators would have taken alone or in cooperation with
the FBI. .

We do not believe that this clearinghouse procedure alone is sufficient to resolve the
information sharing issues implicated by this matter. As discussed in Part Five, we recommend
that the FBI create a formal policy establishing a clearinghouse procedure for counterterrorism
assessments and investigations of known law enforcement personnel. We also recommend that
the FBI proceed with plans to identify other federal departments and agencies (for example, the
Department of State and the Transportation Security Administration) as potential subjects of
comparable information sharing procedures - thus requiring JTTFs to inform the
Counterterrorism Division and the NJTTF (and, if appropriate, the relevant department or agency)
of counterterrorism assessments and investigations involving employees of those departments
and agencies.

2. Consolidation of FBI-DoD Memoranda of Understanding on Information
Sharing, Operational Coordination, and Investigative Responsibilities

DOJ and DoD have executed, effective August 2, 2011, a base agreement (MOU) setting
forth a framework for future agreements governing information sharing, operational coordination,
and investigative responsibilities between the FBI and DoD. Through annexes to the base
agreement, the FBI and DoD will define each party's investigative responsibilities, as well as
obligations and responsibilities to share information and to coordinate operations.

The FBI and DoD are negotiating subject matter-specific annexes that will govern,
among other things, information-sharing and operational coordination/jurisdiction in
counterterrorism and counterintelligence contexts and the sharing of the Terrorist Screening
Center's watchlist information.

When the annexes on information-sharing and operational coordination/jurisdiction in
counterterrorism and counterintelligence contexts are signed, they and the base MOU will
collectively supersede the Agreement Governing the Conduct of Department of Defense
Counterintelligence Activities in Conjunction with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (1979)
and its 1996 supplement, as well as the MOU Regarding Coordination of Counterintelligence
Matters (1991).
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Conclusion: There are approximately 167 FBI-DoD Memoranda of Understanding.
Some 114 of these agreements concern, at least in part, information-sharing. (A number of these
agreements involve specific operations or situations, and are effectively inoperative.) We
believe that the base MOU and its annexes on information-sharing and operational coordination
represent a major step toward consolidating and refining those diverse agreements. We
encourage the FBI and DoD to continue in their efforts to consolidate and refine those
agreements that are fundamental to their shared responsibilities.

B. Operations

1. Discontinuance of "Discretionary Action Leads"

In the relevant time frame, the FBI permitted three types of leads: Action Required,
Discretionary Action, and Information Only. MANUAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS AND
PROCEDURES (MAOP) § 10.2.9(1). "Action Required leads are used if the sending office
requires the receiving office to take some type of action.... Discretionary Action leads are used
if the sending office has some information that may be of importance to the receiving office.
These leads may or may not require action by the recipient, and the recipient will decide what, if
any, action to take.... Information Only leads are used for information only and when no
specific action is required or necessary." MAOP § 10.2.9(1)(a)-(c).

By Electronic Communication (EC) dated March 2, 2010, the FBI discontinued the use of
Discretionary Action leads effective March 19, 2010. All pending Discretionary Action leads
were to be completed no later than May 20, 2010, or converted into Action Required leads. As a
result of this change, any lead issued for other than informational purposes is an Action Required
lead. The receiving Field Office cannot ignore the lead, and must do something in response.
The EC directs personnel setting Action Required Leads to "adhere to the concept of utilizing the
least intrusive alternative that is operationally sound, effective and efficient in obtaining the
desired investigative outcome."

Conclusion: The elimination of Discretionary Action leads creates a single category of
working leads and avoids prioritization of leads based on the designations Action Required and
Discretionary Action. It also assures that receiving Field Offices take some action in response to
every working lead.

In setting Action Required leads, however, a Field Office may continue to allow the
receiving Field Office to decide what action to take. In other words, the discontinuation of
Discretionary Action leads does not necessarily require the sending Field Office to specify
actions to be taken or eliminate the receiving Field Office's discretion in deciding what action to
take. That is understandable, given the practical need to defer to the receiving office's expertise
in its Area of Responsibility, its resources, and potentially greater experience with handling the
subject matter of the lead.

If this change had been made prior to the Hasan matter, we believe - and the JTTF
personnel involved agree - that it would not have changed San Diego's lead or WFO's response.
San Diego would have set an Action Required lead that gave WFO discretion on how to handle
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the lead. WFO would have taken the same actions in response to that Action Required lead as
they did in response to the Discretionary Action lead.

The elimination of Discretionary Action leads is thus important; but, on its own, it is not
a sufficient remedy. Timely and effective action on Action Required leads demands written
policies imposing formal deadlines for responding to leads, identifying the minimum information
to be gathered in response to leads (consistent with the "least intrusive means" principle), and
resolving conflicts between JTTFs and Field Offices about the adequacy of an assessment or
investigation. The FBI has taken some, but not all, of the steps necessary to resolve these issues.
We recommend that it take the remaining steps (see Part Five).

2. Counterterrorism Baseline Collection Plan

On September 24,2009, the Counterterrorism Division sent an EC to all Field Offices
with guidance on the Division's new "Baseline Collection Plan" for counterterrorism
assessments and investigations. FBI Counterterrorism Division, Baseline Collection Plan
Administrative and Operational Guidance (Sept. 24, 2009). The EC took effect on November 15,
2009, ten days after the Fort Hood shootings. Before that date, the FBI did not prescribe the
minimum information that should be collected in counterterrorism assessments and
investigations. Although not technically a post-Fort Hood corrective action, we assess the
Baseline Collection Plan as a contemporaneous action that is relevant to the discontinuation of
discretionary leads and to minimizing the risks of future assessments and investigations.

The Baseline Collection Plan is a framework, consistent with the DIOG, "to guide
investigators in obtaining information and intelligence and using investigative methods during
the course of each DT [Domestic Terrorism] and IT [International Terrorism] investigation."
The Division intended the Plan "to establish a foundation of intelligence upon which the FBI
may base the decision to continue or close an assessment or investigation." Baseline Collection
Plan Administrative and Operational Guidance at 2.

The Plan identifies a series of inquiries and actions that constitute the expected minimum
Baseline Collection of information when conducting assessments and investigations. Those
actions do not require interviews as part of assessments, but do require a level of inquiry that
exceeds the steps taken in the WFO assessment of Hasan.

Conclusion: The Baseline Collection Plan provides useful guidance to Agents, Analysts,
and TFOs about the factual information that is basic to most assessments and preliminary
investigations. The Plan also standardizes the basic information to be collected. As with any
baseline, there is a risk that its minimum requirements could stifle creative thinking and become
a checklist - the ceiling, rather than the floor, for information collection. We encourage effective
training, communications, and reminders about the Plan to assure that its minimums are
perceived as a starting point, not an ending one.

If the Baseline Collection Plan had been implemented prior to the Hasan assessment, its
impact on the outcome could have been significant. The Plan states that, if "there [is] reason to
believe that your subject has been in email contact with subjects of other FBI investigations," the
Agent, Analyst, or TFO must "compare relevant data concerning the subject's email account(s)
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contained within FBI databases: DWS/EDMS, ACS, IDW and DaLas." That requirement, if
met, would have alerted WFO-TFO to the existence of DWS/EDMS and caused someone at
WFO to search that database on his behalf. Depending on when and how that search was
conducted, it could have revealed the existence as many as fourteen additional communications
between Hasan and Aulaqi. The content of those communications or Hasan's persistence in
sending unanswered emails could have changed WFO's assessment of Hasan — or, at least,
prompted an interview and discussions with his chain of command. The potential impact on the
assessment underscores the importance of effective implementation of the Baseline Collection
Plan.

3. [Certain Conduct! Triggers Investigation

As a result of the Fort Hood shootings, the FBI opened assessments [of certain
U.S. persons!

Conclusion: This trigger is appropriate | post-Fort Hood |
given [Aulaqi's] | highly publicized reputation in the aftermath of the shootings and the
attempted Christmas Day 2009 bombing of Northwest Airlines Flight 253.

Whether [this trigger] would have been reasonable before

I is more problematic. As of November 5,2009, Aulaqi was the subject of a Tier |
investigation. A considerable ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j j j ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ g ^ j m
[amount of information acquired in the Aulaqi investigation] concerned mundane issues [or]

| implicated First Amendment protections.

Implementation of this trigger before November 5,2009], would have been inconsistent with
ivil liberties and privacy interests |

[The redacted portion involves classified FBI investigative techniques and ongoing
investigations.]

4. Decisions to Close Certain Investigations of DoD Personnel

At the time of the Fort Hood shootings, FBI and DoD practice was to elevate any
objections by one entity to the other's decision to close an investigation of a military member,
civilian DoD employee, or other person with access to military facilities. The FBI and DoD are
formalizing this practice in the MOU annex on counterterrorism operational coordination (see
Section A.2).

Conclusion: As a result of the implementation of the FBI-DoD Clearinghouse Process
for Counterterrorism Assessments and Investigations of Military Personnel (see Section A.I),
military investigative agencies should be involved, directly or indirectly, in all FBI investigations
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of relevant personnel. By formalizing this pre-existing practice in the MOU annex, FBI and
DoD will assure that a consistent conflict resolution process is in place.

5. Identification and Designation of Strategic Collections I

The FBI Counterterrorism Division and Directorate of Intelligence have designated
certain foreign intelligence collections B ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ U H H m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H j ^ Strategic
Collections ^^^^f . FBI II nli|iiiilii mil Inn i|i|iin|in ill ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ [other
government agencies] — will [apply additional resources and c o n d u
analysis of data collected B [through] Strategic Collections |

By definition, the Strategic Col lec t ion^^^B| designation will assure that additional
review and analysis will apply to any H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H T i d e n t i f i e d connection] between known
DoD personnel, law enforcement personnel, security clearance holders, and others with major
radicalizing forces.

Conclusion: The Hasan matter shows that certain | ^ ^ | [intelligence collections]
m ^ ^ ^ l serve a dual role, providing intelligence on the target while also serving as a means of
identifying otherwise unknown persons with potentially radical or violent intent or
susceptibilities. The identification and designation of Strategic Collections^^^^Bwill allow
the FBI to focus additional resources - and, when appropriate, those oi I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H [other
government agencies] - on collections most likely to serve as "trip wires." This will, in turn,
increase the scrutiny of information that is most likely to implicate persons in the process of
violent radicalization - or, indeed, who have radicalized with violent intent. This will also
provide Strategic Collections ^ ^ m with a significant element of program management,
managed review, and quality control that was lacking in the pre-Fort Hood [review of
information acquired in the Aulaqi investigation]

If implemented prior to November 5,2009, this process would have |
[enhanced] the FBI's ability to |

| identify potential subjects
for "trip wire" and other "standalone" counterterrorism assessments or investigations. However,
its practical impact is uncertain. Given the then-existing limitations on DWS-EDMS search and
data management capabilities, Headquarters review might not have provided added value unless
managed document review and quality control protocols were in place.
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C. Technology

Because of the large and ever-increasing amount of electronically stored information in
FBI data stores, any change in policy or procedure that affects the collection, storage, review,
search, identification, or management of data must be assessed carefully for its practical impact
on human resources and the review workflow.

1. Automatic Linking of Email [Datal

STAS modified DWS-EDMS on Februar
links between certain email

inform users [automatically of

Conclusion: This is a useful, although limited, revision of DWS-EDMS search
functionality. The link eliminates the need for reviewers to open a search window |

More important, it enables
DWS-EDMS users to view [information] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J in a broader context|

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ The reviewer can
thus make better-informed decisions about the [email data]

This revision is a good example of the way in which automation of even relatively simple
tasks can expedite, assist, and inform the review of electronic information. It is also a good
example, however, of the way in which automation can limit or skew review. A search using the
hyperlink will return only |

On the other hand, "participant" searches from the DWS-EDMS search window
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l will return nnl unh ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | lull ihn |

If implemented before November 5, 2009, this revision would have had limited value to
San Diego's review. Hasan's initial seven (7) messages to Aulaqi were not emails, but messages
sent via the "Contact the Sheikh" function of Aulaqi's website. The website's internal email
account then automatically transferred the messages by email to one of Aulaqi's email addresses.

[The modification] would not have revealed those seven messages as part of the
exchange between Hasan and Aulaqi. Moreover, reviewers might not have clicked on the link if
^ ^ ^ ^ H [ | | | ^ ^ | ^ ^ H ^ ^ | [Hasan's communications] did not trigger a memory that he was
the subject of a lead.

2. Automatic Flat of [Certain Email Datal

STAS also modified DWS-EDMS on Februar
email data] |

17, 2010, to automatically flag [certain
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In the
aftermath of the Fort Hood shootings, the FBI believed that [this email data could assist in
identifying persons of potential interest]

[The flag] | is,
of course, merely a visual cue and not, in and of itself, a basis for or indicator of any
investigative action.

Conclusion: This modification provides a unique visual stimulus when [the FBI acquires
email containing certain data]'

|. The flag also reminds the reviewer that contacts
| may trigger the new |

| procedure outlined in Section |

If implemented prior to November 5,2009, this change would not have assisted
reviewers in identifying Hasan |

That said, this revision provides a useful visual cue for reviewers and should remain
active.

3. Flagging DWS-EDMS Activity As 1

On May 17,2010, STAS implemented a [tool that allows DWS-EDMS users to flag_
certain communications regardless of the case in which these communications are located.]

[The redacted portions describe details of sensitive FBI information systems.]

This will provide a unique visual stimulus for
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reviewers and also help coordinate Agents, Analysts, and TFOs working on the same or different
cases.

If implemented prior to November 5, 2009, this revision would have allowed SD-Agent
to create a means of flagging ^ B communications in DWS-EDMS|

. Like the other DWS-EDMS revisions, however, the |
| tool is limited |

|. As a result, the tool would not have flagged [certain oftheHasan-Aulaqi
communications!

|; but it would have flagged [others]

This revision is vital. It provides an automated backstop to assure that |
[information is] not overlooked, as well as a means of

notifying other Agents, Analysts, and TFOs [about information acquired] m | ^ |
in their cases, creating additional synergy across investigations.

4. [Workload Reduction Toolsl

STAS has developed ^ m [workload reduction tools] to assist reviewers in
evaluating ^ ^ P H [DWS-EDMS information]. ^ | ^ H [These tools] identify
[certain email data] |

[The tools] do not replace human review ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I but
prioritize ^ ^ | H review based on potential importance. STAS is working with the FBI's
Counterterrorism Division |
to refine and test [these tools]

The FBI has
including the Aulaqi investigation-

used these tools] in DWS-EDMS on high profile cases,

Testine has revea ed that

enables individual users to
September 2011] release (see C.5 below)

[adapt these tools] for their individual cases.

STAS also initiated a pilot project to develop a DWS-EDMS |
automatically identify [certain other email data]

|. The ^ ^ m [tool] would not |
[would] assist reviewers in prioritizing products for review.

[tool] that would

but

STAS tested the m ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I [tool] against the voluminous ^ H
[information acquired] in the Aulaqi investigation. Recent tests indicate that the |
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I [tool]is96% to 98 % accurate I B H I ^ H ^ ^ ^ H ^ H I H i l H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ' However,
the ̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ | [tool] has not been implemented. At this writing, the project is on hold given
the need to focus limited STAS resources on more pressing matters.

Conclusion: The ̂ I^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^HI^^H [tools] would
assist users in organizing and priorrtizing^^^^J[information] for review without placing
additional time or review demands on reviewers. Its primary drawback is |

tember 20111 Release5.

The H H [September 2011] release of DWS-EDMS ^ H ^ ^ ^ H is system ^ ^
evolution, not a remedy implemented as a result of the Fort Hood shootings. However, the ^ |
[September 2011] release resolved many of our concerns about DWS-EDMS. We discuss it
briefly here.

The | m [September 2011] release was deployed in beta format in May 2011 for
feedback from a internal User Advocacy Group. Roughly 1,200 personnel given access to the
application gave it an approval rating of 70%. Each user provided feedback, nearly all of which
was incorporated into the application before its production release.

September 2011] release [is] the single common interface for all users. Training for the ten
largest Field Offices was completed in December 2011. Feedback from the field has been
overwhelmingly positive.

STAS deployed industry-leading third party tools for the development of [the] DWS-
EDMS^HpSeptember2011 release] H | | B ^ ^ H ^ B H H I ^ ^ I ^ H
f l U ^ H ^ H - The | ^ | [September 2011] release includes a complete redesign of the user
interface and resolves the performance and scalability issues that hamstrung earlier versions. It
also provides Agents, Analysts, and Task Force Officers with automated analysis of cases and
facilities as they work.
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Conclusion: The ^ ^ | [September 2011] release is a vital improvement of DWS-EDMS
that should ease and prioritize the workload of DWS-EDMS users.

We believe that ^ ^ D B [the September 2011 release] represents a significant step
forward for the system's software. As discussed in Part Five, we believe that a comparable step
forward is [needed] for the system's hardware.

D. Training

In March 2010, the FBI instituted Headquarters and NJTTF oversight of JTTF training to
ensure uniformity and quality of training across JTTFs and to ensure that Task Force Officers
(TFOs) complete training promptly upon joining a JTTF. A mandatory four-day orientation
course introduces new TFOs from partner departments and agencies to the FBI and JTTFs,
including procedures for conducting and documenting investigations. New TFOs are taught that
working in an FBI environment makes them responsible, like FBI personnel, for complying with
the governing authorities, including those designed to protect civil liberties and privacy interests.
The training also ensures that all TFOs understand and, if appropriate, have access to FBI
databases that contain information relevant to their JTTF responsibilities.

On April 13,2011, the Assistant Director of the Counterterrorism Division (CTD)
reaffirmed and expanded the training requirements for all JTTF personnel, whether FBI Special
Agents (SA), Intelligence Analysts (IA), and Staff Operations Specialists (SOS) or TFOs. The
expanded training consists of three components: Virtual Academy training, classroom training
and database training.

1. Virtual Academy

CTD identified twelve Virtual Academy training modules as the baseline level of training
for JTTF personnel:

Joint Terrorism Task Force Orientation
FBI Watchlisting
FISA Accuracy
Information Sharing Environment (ISE) Core Training
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Information Systems Security Awareness
Introduction to Domestic Terrorism
Introduction to International Terrorism
National Security Branch Introduction
National Security Letters (NSL)
Overview of Domestic Investigations and Operations Guide (DIOG)
Overview of the Attorney General Guidelines for Domestic FBI Operations
U.S. Persons and Information Sharing

These training modules are to be completed within 90 days after a SA, IA, SOS, or TFO
is assigned to a JTTF. Personnel who do not complete this training within 90 days must
complete all twelve modules immediately. Field Office executive management is required to
ensure and document completion of the mandatory baseline Virtual Academy training modules.

2. Classroom Training

The NJTTF established the JTTF TFO Orientation & Operations Course (JTOOC) at
Quantico to address TFO training needs. JTOOC is a five-day course designed to introduce
TFOs to counterterrorism investigations. Classes are designed around a national
counterterrorism case to assist discussion and interaction. All full-time TFOs, regardless of
when assigned to a JTTF, who have not taken JTOOC are required to attend the course before
October 2011. Part-time TFOs with unescorted access to FBI space and access to FBI computer
systems are also required to attend the course. TFOs must complete all twelve baseline Virtual
Academy training modules prior to attending JTOOC.

Field Office executive management is required to ensure that eligible TFOs assigned to
their JTTF attend JTOOC and to document successful completion JTOOC by those TFOs.

3. Database Training

In 2010, in response to the FBI's initial Fort Hood investigation, CTD required that JTTF
members to receive hands-on training on key FBI databases and systems, including the Data
Warehouse System-Electronic Surveillance Data Management System (DWS-EDMS),
Information Data Warehouse (IDW), Clearwater, and Automated Case Support (ACS)/Sentinel
(see Part One, Chapter 4). In January 2010, a "train-the-trainer" session was conducted at
Quantico. Each Field Office provided at least two trainers. These trainers then returned to their
Field Office to train all TFOs, SAs, IAs and SOSs assigned to counterterrorism matters by March
2010. Training of JTTF members assigned after March 2010 is to be conducted within six
months of access to FBI systems.

Conclusion: The FBI's post-Fort Hood enhancements of counterterrorism and JTTF
training represent significant improvements. The critical shortfall before Fort Hood was the failure
adequately to train Task Force Officers on their role as JTTF members and to provide them with
knowledge about, and access to, FBI databases relevant to their responsibilities. We encourage the
FBI to continue to focus on JTTF training in order to provide TFOs with all available tools and
resources. It is also important to ensure that all TFOs understand that, regardless of their home
agency, the FBI's governing authorities control their activities as JTTF members.
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Part Four

Analysis of Governing Authorities
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Existing Authorities

The Terms of Reference asked Judge Webster to "review ... whether current laws and
policies strike an appropriate balance between protecting individual's privacy rights and civil
liberties and detecting and deterring threats such as that posed by Major Hasan."

We discussed the FBI's governing authorities in Part One, Chapter 3. We asked
representatives of Congressional oversight staff (the Majority and Minority staffs of the Senate
and House Judiciary and Intelligence Committees) and public interest groups (the American
Civil Liberties Union and the American Enterprise Institute) to identify their concerns about the
impact of the governing authorities on privacy rights and civil liberties.107 This Chapter assesses
those concerns in the context of the FBI's responsibility to detect and deter terrorism.

We describe policy changes that the FBI has adopted. We also note areas that may need
additional improvement or oversight. Congress is ultimately responsible for determining
whether the appropriate balance exists. We believe our review will assist in that task.

The guiding principle of our analysis has been that, as the risk of potential infringement
of individual privacy rights and civil liberties increases, the level of factual predication,
supervisory approval, and oversight should increase. The FBI should monitor and report on its
use of techniques that raise concern through OIC compliance reviews, Inspection Division audits,
and National Security Division reviews. The FBI should modify or abandon policies and
protocols that experience proves to be unacceptably harmful to privacy rights or civil liberties.n/

1 ' A letter to Judge Webster setting forth the ACLU's concerns is attached as Exhibit 1.

n / By letter dated December 9, 2010, Attorney General Eric Holder advised Senator Patrick
J. Leahy, Chairman of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, that DOJ and the FBI would
implement certain enhanced privacy and civil liberties protections proposed in S. 1692,11 lth
Cong. (2009), the USA PATRIOT Act Sunset Extension Act, as reported by the Judiciary
Committee. The Attorney General advised that he was "confident that these measures will
enhance standards, oversight, and accountability, especially with respect to how information
about U.S. persons is retained and disseminated, without sacrificing the operational effectiveness
and flexibility needed to protect our citizens from terrorism and facilitate the collection of vital
foreign intelligence and counterintelligence information." 157 Cong. Rec. S3,250 Ex. 1 (daily ed.
May 24, 2011).
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A. Standard for Opening Assessments/Investigative Techniques Used in Assessments

1. Background

The AG Guidelines authorized certain techniques in assessments that were not
previously permitted during national security threat assessments, but were permitted for the
"prompt and limited checking of leads" under the prior General Crimes Guidelines. The
Attorney General promulgated this revision to better equip the FBI to detect and deter terrorist
activity.

2. Concerns

To open an assessment, the FBI must identify its purpose in writing and that purpose
must be "authorized," Le., within the Bureau's mission. DIOG §§ 5.1-5.3. Critics are concerned
that this standard authorizes the FBI to conduct assessments without any factual predicate
suggesting the target's involvement in illegal activity or threats to national security. They
believe the AG Guidelines and DIOG should require some factual predicate to avoid collecting
and retaining information on individuals who are not engaged in wrongdoing.127

A corresponding concern is that the AG Guidelines allow the FBI to use investigative
techniques during an assessment that some regard as intrusive; for example, physical
surveillance, recruiting and tasking informants to attend meetings under false pretenses, and
engaging in "pretext" interviews in which Agents do not disclose their FBI affiliation and/or the
purpose of the interview.

Commenters also believe the AG Guidelines "explicitly authorize the surveillance and
infiltration of peaceful advocacy groups" prior to demonstrations and "open the door to racial
profiling." Letter from Laura W. Murphy, Director, ACLU Washington Legislative Office, and
Anthony D. Romero, Executive Director, ACLU, to Hon. William H. Webster (August 6, 2010)
at 7. They believe the AG Guidelines should be amended to provide stronger protection of First
Amendment activity and to ban racial profiling.

ni Based on data obtained from the FBI under the Freedom of Information Act, a recent
news article reports that the FBI opened 82,325 Type 1 & 2 assessments of persons or groups
between March 25, 2009, and March 31, 2011. Charlie Savage, F.B.I. Focusing on Security
Over Ordinary Crime, New York Times, August 24, 2011, at A16. Information collected in those
assessments led to 3,315 preliminary or full investigations that remained open as of May 2011.
The FBI also opened 1,819 Type 3 assessments during that period to identify particular threats in
particular geographic areas. 1,056 remained open in May 2011. Based on this data, the ACLU
has expressed concern that the FBI is "casting its investigative net too broadly" and that the
assessment authority granted by the AG Guidelines is "far too broad." Id. Valerie Caproni,
then-FBI General Counsel, noted that the data showed that the FBI had disposed of about 96 %
of the assessments using "low intrusion techniques" without opening a potentially more invasive
preliminary investigation. Id.
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3. Evaluation

We believe that the increased flexibility under the AG Guidelines to conduct
assessments using specified techniques is critical to the FBI's ability to combat terrorism. The
FBI's evolving role as an intelligence agency demands anticipation rather than reaction. If the
Bureau's ability to gather information were limited to circumstances of specific factual
predication, then in many cases it would not be able to identify and prevent threats before they
escalate into action. Without the ability to gather and analyze intelligence, the FBI would be
primarily reactive, investigating crimes and terrorist acts after they occur.

We recognize, however, that the AG Guidelines standard for opening counterterrorism
assessments and conducting investigative activity can lead to the collection of information about
individuals who turn out not to have been involved in any illegal or terrorist activity. We
discussed this issue with the FBI and reviewed its safeguards for minimizing the collection and
retention of such information.

First, the DIOG prohibits assessments based on "arbitrary or groundless speculation";
solely on the exercise of First Amendment rights; solely on the race, ethnicity, national origin, or
religious practice of any person or group; or on a combination of only these factors. These front-
end prohibitions are closely enforced and monitored by the FBI.

Second, the Privacy Act prohibits the retention of information about how First
Amendment rights are exercised unless it relates to criminal activity or a national security threat.
See 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(7). FBI policy sets out procedures for removing information from FBI
records that does not comply with the Privacy Act. See Corporate Policy Notice 0356N,
Handling of Information Gathered in Violation of the Privacy Act (effective June 9, 2011).

Third, as noted in Chapter 4, the FBI's Guardian Threat Tracking system is an access-
controlled classified database that provides terrorism threat tracking and management for all
Type 1 & 2 assessments and all incidents with a potential nexus to terrorism (including those that
lead to predicated investigations). FBI policy requires the entry of all terrorism-related threats,
events, and suspicious activities into Guardian. The Guardian Management Unit (GMU) is
responsible for administering the system and for ensuring that all policies involving the types of
information that can be entered into Guardian are followed. GMU's Assessment Review Team
(ART) reviews each Guardian assessment to ensure that there was a sufficient basis to open the
assessment (Le^, an authorized purpose not based solely on protected rights or characteristics);
that only authorized techniques are used; and that all applicable DIOG and FBI policies are
followed, including those policies that proscribe the retention of information that is inconsistent
with the Privacy Act. When ART identifies a compliance issue, it follows up with the Field
Office involved and is authorized to seek the removal of improperly collected or retained
information from FBI systems.

Fourth, the FBI has initiated the process to shorten the 30-year retention period for
information collected through Guardian leads. Under the new policy, this information will be
accessible for five years. If there are no "hits" against the information, it will be available only
on a restricted basis for an additional five years. Users will receive notification of any hit, but
will need to obtain a supervisor's permission to access the information. If there are no hits after
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ten years, the information will be removed from the system. Under the Federal Records Act, the
FBI is required to obtain approval of the change through the National Archives and Records
Administration.

Fifth, FBI policy requires that reviewing Agents who determine conclusively that no
nexus to terrorism exists must note "No nexus to terrorism" when closing a Guardian lead. This
serves two purposes. If the FBI receives similar complaints involving the individual or group,
reinvestigation may not be necessary. If the subject becomes involved in illegal or terrorist
activity, there will be a record of the previous encounter.

There is also oversight. Type 3 through 6 assessments require the approval of a
Supervisory Special Agent or Supervisory Analyst, who must be satisfied that (1) the basis of the
assessment is well-founded (which typically means supported by source information, intelligence
reporting, information from other agencies or foreign partners, or public source data); and (2)
there is a rational relationship between the stated purpose of the assessment, the information
sought, and the means proposed to obtain that information. Type 1 & 2 assessments, which
involve the prompt and limited checking of leads, do not require supervisory approval unless
they involve a "sensitive investigative matter" (SIM). A supervisor must assign Type 1 & 2
assessments, which requires the supervisor to review the assessment. He or she must close the
assessment if there is no valid basis for action.

In addition, all assessments are subject to regular file reviews at least four (4) times per
year in which the supervisor must determine whether the assessment should remain open.
Legal counsel and the Special Agent in Charge (SAC) must review and approve any assessment
involving a SIM, which includes investigations of domestic public officials or political
candidates involving corruption or threats to national security; religious or domestic political
organizations (including organizations formed to advocate or educate the public about a political
or social issue) and persons prominent in them; the news media; an investigative matter having
an academic nexus; and any other matter that in the judgment of the official authorizing the
investigation should be brought to the attention of FBI Headquarters. DIOG 2.0 §§ 10.2.1,
10.1.3. Further, the technique(s) used in all assessments and predicated investigations must be
the least intrusive feasible means, that are operationally sound and effective, of securing the
desired information sufficient to meet the investigative objective (for example, physical
surveillance should not generally be used when accurate information can be obtained from public
sources). DIOG § 4.4; see also AG Guidelines I(C)(2)(a); Exec. Order No. 12333 at § 2.4 (Dec.
4,1981). DIOG 2.0 §10.1.3 requires that "particular care" should be taken in a SIM when
considering whether the planned course of action is the least intrusive means.

Certain assessment techniques deserve discussion. Although expressed concerns about
these techniques have focused on their use in assessments, some extend to their use in predicated
investigations.

13/ When the DIOG became effective, OIC instituted a compliance monitoring program that
required operational program managers to review 10 assessments per program per week to
ensure compliance with the DIOG. That program was discontinued in light of the positive
results of the Inspection Division's 2009 audit of the FBI's use of assessments and the Inspection
Division's plans to conduct future audits of DIOG compliance.
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Physical Surveillance. Physical surveillance can occur only in areas where there is no
constitutionally protected expectation of privacy and requires an articulated purpose and a
supervisor's authorization. There is a ̂ H ^ | [time] limit on physical surveillance. DIOG §
5.9.B.2. [Each request of physical surveillance must be justified and approved by. a supervisor. ]

[The redacted portions contain information that would
disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations and prosecutions.] The
goal of these controls is to permit Agents to respond to leads quickly and effectively or to obtain
the limited factual information necessary to achieve the purpose of the assessment while
precluding long-term, continuous surveillance of a person's lifestyle or habits when there is no
basis for opening a predicated investigation.

Source Recruitment. To facilitate the prompt and limited checking of leads, the prior
General Crimes Guidelines authorized recruiting and tasking sources without an open
investigation; but the AG Guidelines for FBI National Security Investigations and Foreign
Intelligence Collection prohibited these techniques during national security threat assessments.
The DIOG, based on the authority provided by the Attorney General Guidelines, authorizes these
techniques for assessments across all FBI investigative programs. Source recruitment, vetting,
and validation are critical to the FBI's success as an intelligence agency. Although the AG
Guidelines expanded the range of techniques available for source recruitment (to include use of
false identification, voluntary polygraph examinations, and searches that do not require a court
order), the FBI did not authorize use of these other techniques until it finalized policies
governing their use.

Interviews. In its discussion of least intrusive means, the DIOG recognizes that an FBI
interview of an individual's employer, family, or other acquaintances could, in certain
circumstances, create a risk of harm to the individual arising from the contact itself or the
information sought. DIOG § 4.4.C.5. In recognition of this risk, the FBI has cautioned its
personnel that, when determining the least intrusive means, they should consider the
intrusiveness of conducting an interview of a subject's employer (among others). Id. Consistent
with this guidance, the Supervisory Special Agent and Task Force Officer (TFO) who conducted
the Washington, D.C., JTTF assessment of Nidal Hasan cited the potential adverse impact on his
military career as a reason they did not contact his superiors at Walter Reed Army Medical
Center. We recognize that Agents and TFOs face a difficult task in balancing the competing
interests in this situation. If no interviews are conducted, they risk being criticized for failing to
act to prevent harm. If they conduct an interview and harm to the individual results, they risk
criticism for causing that harm. We believe that the DIOG's existing guidance is appropriate,
and we encourage the FBI to remain sensitive to minimizing potential harm when conducting
interviews.

"Pretext" Interviews. FBI policy limits the circumstances in which Agents may
conduct an interview without affirmatively disclosing their FBI affiliation or the purpose of the
interview. DIOG § 5.9.F.4. During an assessment |
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[FBI employees] are not permitted to conduct a formal interview using a false
identity or [false purpose. They also may not] engage in "Undercover Activity" during an
assessment. (The Attorney General's Guidelines for Undercover Operations define an
"Undercover Activity" as "any investigative activity involving the use of an assumed name or
cover identity by an employee of the FBI or another Federal, state, or local law enforcement
organization working with the FBI.") Agents must also consider whether a pretext interview is
the least intrusive means of gathering the information needed.

Undisclosed Participation. Pursuant to Executive Order 12333, no one acting on behalf
of the U.S. Intelligence Community may join or otherwise participate in an organization in the
U.S. without disclosing his or her affiliation except in accordance with procedures approved by
the Attorney General. On November 26, 2008, the Attorney General, in consultation with the
Director of National Intelligence, signed the policy that governs the undisclosed participation
(UDP) of FBI employees and sources in U.S. organizations and business entities. The DIOG
incorporates this policy. DIOG § 16.LA.

UDP that is likely to affect First Amendment rights may
occur only during a predicated investigation and must comply with the least intrusive means
principle and any other investigative requirements that apply.

In light of the sensitivity of UDP activity involving religious [, advocacy, and similar]
organizations, we examined FBI policy governing that activity. We learned that the level of
required approval is generally proportional to the intrusiveness or sensitivity of the activity.
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[The redacted portion sets forth the escalating approvals required by FBI policy for UDP;
the more sensitive the activity, the higher the approval level. These approvals may include a
Supervisory Special Agent, Chief Division Counsel, or other DOJ or FBI lawyers, a Special
Agent in Charge, an FBI Assistant Director, or the Director.]

Given this infrastructure and heightened approval levels, we believe that the FBI has
appropriately balanced the protection of national security with privacy rights and civil liberties in
its use of UDP. We recommend, however, that OIC and the Inspection Division monitor the
FBI's use of UDP in these contexts to ensure that the balance holds.

Racial Profiling. Racial profiling, or the invidious use of race or ethnicity as the basis
for targeting suspects or conducting stops, searches, seizures, and other investigative procedures,
has no place in law enforcement. It is an unconstitutional and ineffective law enforcement tool.
It is also prohibited by FBI policies. The DIOG incorporates the DOJ Guidance Regarding the
Use of Race by Federal Law Enforcement Agencies, which prohibits racial profiling and
describes the limited circumstances in which law enforcement may consider race or ethnicity.
Chapter 4 of the DIOG provides extensive guidance designed to prevent racial or ethnic profiling.
It prohibits the use of race or ethnicity as the primary, dominant, or sole factor in commencing an
assessment or investigation.

Race and ethnicity may be used as a specific identifier of a suspect based on credible
information. If the FBI receives a lead that a short, white male robbed a bank, the FBI can limit
the pool of suspects to short, white males without running afoul of prohibitions on racial or
ethnic profiling. Race or ethnicity also may be considered if it has an explicable and well-
founded nexus with the threat or group being assessed or investigated; for example, some
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criminal gangs and terrorist organizations consist exclusively or primarily of persons of a
common ethnic background.

The prohibition of investigative activity based solely on race or ethnicity also applies to
the collection of racial/ethnic demographics and behavioral characteristics. The DIOG allows
collection of this information only for limited purposes, such as furthering intelligence analysis
and planning around potential threats and vulnerabilities.

Undercover Operations and Activities.

14/

[The redacted portion describes the various FBI committees that must approve
undercover counterterrorism operations and activities involving sensitive circumstances; one
committee includes mid-level FBI managers, and the other includes senior executives (discussed
below). Both include lawyers from the DOJ.]

At the Director's request, theFBIalsoestablishedtheSensitiv
Committee (SORC) chaired by the I ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ I H I H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H I
Its members include Assistant Directors or designated Deputy Assistant Directors for various
investigative divisions, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B and the Assistant Attorneys General of the
H H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ | or their senior level designee.
Advisors include the FBI Corporate Policy Office and DOJ Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties

14/ For example, collecting demographics about a concentrated ethnic community could
enable a Field Office to assess and mitigate the threat posed by an ethnically-identifiable terrorist
organization's efforts to recruit new members from that community. The data could also be
mapped to enable the identification of otherwise imperceptible connections. Moreover, knowing
that terrorist groups recruit members from a certain region of the ethnic group's home country
ethnic behavioral information) would be relevant to the assessment ^^H^^|

In these examples, the rationale for collection is not
based solely on the community's ethnicity. Because of the potential risk of harm to civil rights
and liberties in the collection of such information, we recommend that OIC and the Inspection
Division monitor these collections to ensure that harm does not occur.
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